
CHAPTER 3 

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

3.1 Research Instrument

1. Software

a) The operating system used is Ubuntu 16.04 LTS

b) Netbeans 8.1 which obtained through https://netbeans.org/

2. Hardware

a) The processor used is Intel® Core™ i5-3320M

b) 500GB hard drive

c) 6GB of RAM

d) 14 inch screen monitor

3.2 Data Collection

Collecting training data and testing data of the final project title in the

Faculty of Computer Science of Soegijapranata Catholic University before being

implemented  to  the  algorithm.  Data  will  be  received  from  csv  format  and

imported into database mysql. Data used are taken from 2013-2014, used as many

as 50 data.

3.3 Research Procedure

Steps taken in making this project.

1. Studies Literature

Collect 5 journals about Data Mining and Classification and analyze the

situation that can be solved with Data Mining.

2. Data Collection
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Collecting training data and testing data of the final project title in the

Faculty of Computer Science of Soegijapranata Catholic University.

3. System design

At this stage, system design is done using system modeling tools such as

diagram use case, and flowchart. The Flowchart will explain the workflow

or procedure in the system.

4. Coding

Design  programs  that  have  been  made  implemented  into  the  form  of

programming language code. The first thing to do is the first thing to do is

import the data. Imported data in the form of data csv. After that, do the

preprocessing stage (case folding,  tokenisasi,  stemming, and stopwords)

then  will  feature  extraction  using  TF-IDF.  The  result  of  this  TF-IDF

weighting  will  be  converted  into  vector  form  for  training.  From  this
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training  will  produce  prediction  models  that  will  be  used  in  text

classification.  This  project  is  based  on  the  Java  desktop  and  mysql

database to store training data.

5. Testing

In the testing process, the application is used to classify the title of the

final task. The data used as test data is the final project title of Faculty of

Computer Science of Soegijapranata Catholic University in 2013-2014 as

many as 50 data. The first step is feature extraction. Feature extraction of

data consists of case folding, tokening, stemming and stopword removal.

Stemming process using Porter Stemmer. The feature selection process is

required to make one data easily classified. After feature selection, the data

is  ready  to  be  classified  using  the  Support  Vector  Machine  Algorithm.

Testing on this  program is  to  find out  whether  the program is  running

properly or not. The next test is to know how the results are appropriate

and not. Last is the calculation of the value of accuracy. The result of the

percentage accuracy value is calculated using the formula:

6. Conclusion and Report Writing

The last step in this project is to write the project report. Write conclusions

about the classification using the SVM algorithm, and how accuracy is

generated using the SVM algorithm.
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